LOCK LIGHT™ PROVIDES AN INSTANT GREEN LIGHT VISUAL CONFIRMATION WHEN A LIFT IS LOWERED ON ITS LOCKS.

#FA834-KIT
110v LockLight™ Kit with hydraulic adapters

#FA835-KIT
220v LockLight™ Kit with hydraulic adapters

LOCKLIGHT PROVIDES PEACE OF MIND.
Before any under vehicle service is performed by a technician, a lift should be set securely on its mechanical locks. But this doesn’t always happen. Improper use can result in technician injuries and may be subject to thousands of dollars in citations and fines from agencies such as OSHA and CCOHS. Either way, misuse of a lift’s integrated locking system presents a major risk to a shop.

IT’S EASY TO PROTECT YOUR TECHNICIANS AND YOUR BUSINESS.
• Includes indicator light assembly, pressure switch, mounting bracket and 10’ of electrical wire.
• Retrofits easily to existing lifts*